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About This Game

Shred! is created entirely by just one guy with a severe mountain bike and video game addiction...Just like the real thing, the
action is fast paced and utterly relentless from start to finish! With over 30 courses to ride and two Bike Parks, you can rest

assured that every inch of trail is carefully designed to keep you on the absolute ragged edge!

Features

AAA rendering effects and massive increase in visual fidelity over mobile versions!

NEW - First person camera angle takes intensity to a new level!

"Flowy" level design makes for an authentic, fun and very satisfying game-play experience!

Over 30 gnarly trails inspired by real world locations, events and famous video segments!

Compete in Downhill, Enduro and Freeride events!

Realistic bike and character physics!

Xbox Gamepad support!
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Cinematic & dynamic camera angles!

Fun, bonus levels inspired by Mountain Bike culture!

Brutal crashes!

Made by a Mountain Biker for Mountain Bikers (and everyone else too)!
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Title: Shred! Downhill Mountain Biking
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
ASBO Interactive
Publisher:
ASBO Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core Intel

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Direct X9 compatible on board graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Includes graphical options to increase compatibility on some on-board Intel based chipsets and older
graphics hardware

English
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The best way to describe this silly game would be that Super Mega Neo Pug, Minecraft, and a regular infinite runner like
"Temple Run" had a massive orgy and all of their DNA fused together to splurt out this baby -- and it's such a cute baby!

Like its predecessor, it's a fun time waster. There's no story, no plot, no massive goal -- just jump to stay alive. And jump really
is all that you do. Unlike SMNP where you held the button to fly up and released it to drop down, with TP3D you jump. That's
it.

The graphics are voxel-based like Minecraft but smooth as silk. If you have a rig that can support it, turning all of the graphics
to "epic" gives you an amazing draw distance and gorgeous day\/night effects.

My only "complaint" is that Turbo Pug 3D is actually NOT 3D-compatible. (EDIT: Yes, I am FULLY aware that that's not the
reason for "3D" in the title.) I was really hoping to see this in NVIDIA's stereoscopic 3D mode. My heart was set on seeing the
distance go w-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-y back into the screen, but - alas! - it doesn't work. Maybe they can work on that for a future update.

Anyway, if you need a fun, silly, and challenging time killer, this game should fit the bill -- for only two dollar bills.. Early
access, has a couple of funny bugs but for such an early game, this is incredibly fun! Not great for solo play i don't think but
playing with friends is definatly fun as hell!

Cheap game, fun game, give it a try! :D. In the beginning I was very confused but later it all came together so neatly! It's a very
heartwarming, nice and relaxing lttle game. Absolutely in love with it!. Probably the closest to a legitimate Bomberman
experience you'll get to on PC, not just Steam, outside of emulation, and far more party-ready. The multiplayer is solid, and you
can play online via Parsec (which I recommend if you've got a good connection for just about any local-multiplayer game).

The single-player is fun and has all the highs and lows of any other rogue-like game. Other than a few very rare bugs that can
occur (especially frustrating toward the end of a very powerful run), the game runs very smoothly and without issues on a large
variety of hardware. The bosses are extremely tough when starting, but are fairly predictable, and as a result this particular game
is more consistent than most rogue-likes. The item variety adds a fair bit of strategy to the game, and it's fun messing with
different builds to find either incredibly powerful builds that will allow for an easy run or succeed-or-suck builds that are a huge
gamble with the possibility of quick death or deft victories. I've put in a lot of runs on this game and it's an excellent time killer
with endless opportunities for fun during multiplayer. My only wish is that multiplayer would get more options for
customization going forward. Other than that, the game is fairly flawless, and delivers on its promises excellently for both the
experienced rogue-player and newcomers alike.. hell yeah buy it. this game is so ♥♥♥♥ing good dont even ask me anyqestions
its good ok.
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As this an old DLC and doesn't meet today's standards, you should only buy it when on sale. But it's drivable just like your Kuju
SD40-2.

BUT: It does come with four actually quite good scenarios for the original, now unavailable Castle Rock Railroad. They work
perfectly with the workshop version of Castle Rock Railroad if you just move them over into the corresponding
Routes\\Scenarios folder.

Standard: [NS HighNose] Cats and Dogs
Standard: [NS HighNose] Cement Puzzle
Standard: [NS HighNose] Here to Help
Free Roam: [NS HighNose] Larkspur in Fall

Interestingly enough, the scenarios are mentioned neither in the description nor the manual.. BUY NOW! WHY DO YOU
STILL HAVE MONEY IN YOUR WALLET?! BUY THIS NOW!!. I bought this game on a whim. For the price you have to
pay, you get a game that's:

1. Easy to read

2. offers a unique boosting mechanic

3. Is filled with all kinds of interesting game modes

What's also fun is that there's even a local multiplayer feature. So if you and your friend enjoy shooting abstract shapes and
keeping your eyes peeled when the arenas re-configure themselves, give this game a try!. ABSOLUTE TRASH

SUPER SLOW, BAD CONTROLS AND A BUNCH OF OTHER SH*T

Get Farming Simulator 2015 instead.. Head Shot is a multiplayer game. It is only in Early Access but I can't recommend this
game because:
-no players
-one server
-only multiplayer (can't play it because no one is playing)

I rate this game  3/10 .
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